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Abstract: We consider the set of powers functions defined on  and their linear combinations. After recalling some 
properties of the gamma function, we give two general definitions of derivatives of positive and negative integers, positive 
and negative fractional orders. Properties of linearity and commutativity are studied and the notions of semi-equality, 
semi-linearity and semi-commutativity are introduced. Our approach gives a unified definition of the common derivatives 
and integrals and their generalization. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of fractional derivative can be considered as 
rising from the idea to make sense to the expression 
  	 

                           1.1 
for a function   of a variable   and for a fractional 
number . Historically, the origin of the concept of frac-
tional derivative was attributed to Leibnitz and l’Hospital 
(1695) but significant developments on the subject were 
given later on by Riemann, Liouville, Grunwald-Letnikov 
and others. Several approaches are considered by various 
authors in the definitions of this concept [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] 
[6], [7]. In our case, the study is based on the  definition of 
fractional derivative for power functions defined on the set  of positive number and their linear combination.We 
utilize the properties of the gamma functions [8],[9] [10], 
[11]. 
One of the major results that we obtain is the unification 
of the definition for both positive and negative order of the 
fractional derivative. 
2. Recall on Some Properties of the 
Gamma Function  
The gamma function, noted Γ, is defined as the integral 
                             Γ 	   
                           2.1 
for     and   0  ∞!  . The following properties 
are easily deduced 
        " Γ1 	 1Γz 	 $  1 %                           2.2         Γz 	  & 1!                           2.3 
The definition of Γ may be generalized starting from the 
relations (2.1) and (2.2) to  negative integer, fractional, 
real and complex. It may be shown that its extension in the 
complex plan,   ), is a meromorphic function. The poles 
of the gamma function are any negative integer values of . 
Then for any *  +                                               lim/01 $ 	 ∞                          2.4 
Some properties of the gamma function may be demon-
strated for any   ) & 3*/*  +5. We have the multipli-
cation theorem 
                  ΓzΓ 6  178 Γ 6  278 … Γ 6  7 & 17 8 	 
                  	 2:;< 7<=Γ7                                  2.5 
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particularly 
                  ΓΓ  12 	 2</√:Γ2                2.6 
For A  , we have 
Γ 612  A8 	 2A!4BA! √:      Γ 612 & A8 	 &4BA!2A! √:   2.7 
We give some useful numerical values of the gamma 
functions 
DE
EE
F
EEE
G Γ 6& 528 	 & 8√:15     
Γ 6& 328 	 4√:3    Γ 6& 128 	 &2√:
Γ 6128 	 √:       Γ 6328 	 √:2     
     Γ 6528 	 3√:4          
                           2.8% 
3. First Definition 
3.1. First Definition 
For any doublet , J  K L  & 3&1, &15 and for   . a derivative of order M of the function  such  
      	 NO 	 P N   Q   	 0 NA
 J 	 00    Q   	 0  NA
 J R 0NO SBT Q  U 0 NA
 J R 0%     3.1.1 
is defined by 

NO
 	 N 
O
  
 	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   1 O  V WX

XY
X$* &   1            3.1.2 
in which 3WX5 is a set of arbitrary constants with finite 
values. We will see that the second part of the relation (3.1.2) 
is the terms which allow the unified expression of fractional 
derivative to be applicable for both negative and positive 
orders. In the case of positive integer orders, this second 
term of (3.1.2) is equal to zero. In the case of negative 
integer orders, this term becomes a finite summation. So 
there is no problem about the convergence in the case of 
integer order. But in the case of fractional orders, this term is 
an infinite summation and we have to discuss about the 
convergence. We will see also that because of the existence 
of the arbitrary constants WX, the fractional derivative is not 
unique when the order is not a positive integer. 
Theorem 3.1 
For  	 A  , the derivative of order M as defined in 
3.1.2 is equivalent to the ordinary derivative 
Proof 
For  	 A   , we have from the relation (3.1.2) 
 
BNO
B 	 N 
O
  
 	  N ΓJ  1ΓJ & A  1 OB  V WX

XY
XB$* & A  1   3.1.3 
Because of the property 2.4, the second part of the ex-
pression (3.1.3) is equal to zero for positive integer A. Then 
BNO
B 	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ & A  1 OB 
                  	 NJJ & 1 … J & AOB                        3.1.4 
The relation (3.14) is the expression of ordinary derivative 
of order A. 
Example 

Z[
Z 	 Γ7  1Γ7 & 6  1 [Z 	 7!1!  	 5040 
\3Z
\ 	 3 Γ6  1Γ6 & 3  1 Z\ 	 3 6!3! \ 	 360\ 

]&8
] 	 &8 11!6! Z 	 &443520Z 
Theorem 3.2 
If the order is a negative integer  	 &A with A  , 
the fractional derivative as defined in (3.1.2) is not unique. 
It depends on A arbitrary constants. 
BNO
B 	 N 
BO
B  
	  N ΓJ  1ΓJ & A  1 OB  V WX

XYB
XB*  A!    3.1.5 
Proof 
If  	 &A with A   and according to the properties 
(2.3) and (2.4) of the gamma function. We have 
Γ* &   1 	 Γ*  A  1 
                          	 ^ ∞             Q * _ &A*  A!   Q * ` &A%                         3.1.6  
From the relation (3.1.2) and the relation (3.1.6) we may 
deduce easily the relation (3.1.5). 
BNO
B 	  N ΓJ  1ΓJ & A  1 OB 
                                                V WXXYB
XB*  A!               3.1.7 
The right hand side is the A-times indefinite integral 
(primitive) of NO . If we derivate A  times the relation 
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3.1.7 all the terms containing the constants WX disappear.  
Examples 

\
 	 Γ3  1Γ3  1  1 \  V WX

XY
XΓ*  1  1 
	 a4  W 

\5
\ 	 5 Γ1  1Γ1  3  1 \  V WX

XY\
X\Γ*  3  1 
	 5 a4  W <2  W<  W\ 
Theorem 3.3 
If the order M  is a negative integer,  	 &A  with A  , the fractional derivative as defined by the relation 
(3.1.2) is not unique. It depends on A arbitrary constants. 
Proof 
It is evident by looking at the second part of the relation 
(3.1.7). If b is a derivative of order  of  	 NO, 
then the function 
  c 	 b  V dXXYB
XB*  A!                           3.1.8 
is also a derivative of order  of  in which 3dX5 is a 
set of arbitrary finite constant numbers. We may introduce 
the notion of semi-equality because of the relation (3.1.8) 
between c and b. This relation is an equivalence 
relation. 
Theorem 3.4 
If the order  is a fraction  	 ef   K, a sufficient con-
dition for the fractional derivative, as defined in (3.1.2) to be 
well defined for any    is 
 limXg h* WXWX h 	 0                           3.1.9 
Proof 
The relation (3.1.2) gives for  	 ef 

NO
 	 

efNO

ef  
	 N ΓJ  1Γα & pq  1 
Oef  V WXXY
XefΓ* & mn  1    3.1.10 
The last members of this relation is well defined if the 
infinite summation is convergent. Let be 
o,  	 V WXXY
X$* &   1 	 V WB

BY
B$&A &   1 
and 
pB,  	 WB B$&A &   1 
Then 
o,  	 V pB, BY  
According to the Abel’s criterium, the series o,  is 
convergent if and only if 
limB0 hpB, pB,  h _ 1 q limB0 h&A   WBWB h _ 1 
q || U limB0 h&A   WBWB h 
So the definition (3.1.10) is meaningful for all  U 0 if 
the coefficients WB 	 WX fulfill the condition 
limX0 h* &  W1W1 h 	 0 q limXg h* WXWX h 	 0 
In all following calculations, expressions and use of the 
above defined fractional derivative, we assume that the 
condition (3.1.9) is fulfilled. This condition gives a restric-
tion on the possible values of constants WX. 
Theorem 3.5 
If the order M is a fraction  	 ef   K, the fractional de-
rivative, as defined in (3.1.2) is not unique. 
Proof 
The relation (3.1.2) gives for  	 ef the relation (3.1.10). 
According to this relation, we remark that if b is a 
derivative of order 
ef of the function  	 NO, then the 
function 
                   c 	 b  V dXXY
XefΓ* & mn  1   3.1.11 
is also a derivative of order 
ef of . The constants dX 
are arbitrary constants but they have to fulfill the conditions 
(3.1.9) for the convergence of the infinite summation. For 
the relation (3.1.11), we recall and extend the notion of 
“semi-equality” as defined in the relation (3.1.8). 
3.2. Properties 
3.2.1 Linearity and Semi-Linearity 
Theorem 3.6 
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If the order M is positive integer, the fractional derivative 
of order M verifies the property of linearity 
               
NO  ds
 	 N 
O
  d 
s
              3.2.1 
Proof 
This property is evident according to the theorem 3.1. In 
the case of positive integer order, the fractional derivative is 
equivalent to the ordinary derivative which is well known 
to be linear at any order. 
Theorem 3.7 
If the order  is a negative integer, or a negative or posi-
tive fraction, the fractional derivative of order M does not 
have the property of linearity. But it has a property that we 
may define as “semi-linearity” 
  
tNO  dsu
  
	 N 
O
  d 
s
  V WX

XY
X$* &   1  3.2.2 
Proof 
If  is not a positive integer, we have 
N 
O
  d 
s
  
	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   1 O  V WX

XY
X$* &   1 
d Γv  1Γv &   1 s  V WX<

XY
X$* &   1      3.2.3 

tNO  dsu
  
	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   1 O  d Γv  1Γv &   1 s  
     V WX\XY
X$* &   1      3.2.4 
Because of the arbitrariness on the values of the con-
stants WX, WX<, and WX, we may identify WX 	 WX\ & WX &WX< and then deduce from the relation (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) 
the relation (3.2.2). We may qualify the property (3.2.2) as 
“semi-linearity” on the same footing as semi-equality de-
fined in the relations (3.1.8) and (3.1.11). 
3.2.2. Commutativity and Semi-Commutativity 
Theorem 3.8  
If the order is a positive integer, the fractional derivative 
has the property of commutativity 
 
w
w   
xNO
 x 	 
x
x   
wNO
w  
                                 	   
wxNO
wx                                 3.2.5 
Proof 
This property is evident because of the Theorem 3.1, in 
the case of positive integer order, the fractional derivative is 
exactly the ordinary derivative which is well known to have 
the property of commutativity. 
Theorem 3.9 
If the order  is a negative integer, or a negative or posi-
tive fraction, the fractional derivative of order  does not 
have the property of commutativity. But it has a property 
that we may define as “semi-commutativity” (semi-group 
property) 
Proof 
using the definition (3.1.2) we obtain 
x
x   
wNO
 w 	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   <  1 Owx 
 V WX<XY
Xwx$* &   <  1  V WX<

XY
Xx$* &   1 
	 
wxNO
wx  V WX<

XY
Xx$* &   1     3.2.6 

w
w   
xNO
 x 	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   <  1 Owx 
 V WX<XY
Xwx$* &   <  1  V WX

XY
Xw$* &   1 
	 
wxNO
wx  V WX

XY
Xw$* &   1                     3.2.7 
Then we have 
w
w   
xNO
x & 
x
x   
wNO
w 	 
V WX<XY
Xx$* &   1 & V WX

XY
Xw$* &   1 3.2.8 
According to the relation (3.2.8) we don’t have in gener-
al the property of commutativity. But on equal footing as 
the definitions of “semi-equality” and ‘semi-linearity” 
defined in the relations (3.1.8), (3.1.11) and (3.2.2),we may 
define the property of “semi-commutativity” for the rela-
tion (3.2.8). 
3.2.3. Important Relation Verified by the Fractional De-
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rivatives. 
For any 
ef  K, we may always assume, without loss of 
generality, that m  + and n  y. We have the theorem: 
Theorem 3.9 
For A   and n z n 

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 
	 
Bef NO
Bef  V V WX=

XY
B
=Y
X=efΓ* & 7mn  1   3.2.9 
Proof 
We use a mathematical induction. 
For n 	 1, the equality is evident. 
For n 	 2 and A 	 1 according to (3.1.2) we have 

e<NO
e< 	 N ΓJ  1Γ J & m2  1 
Oe<   
                       V WXXY
Xe<$* & m2  1 
For n 	 2 and A 	 2 
e<
e< !

e<NO
e<  	 

e<

e< !N ΓJ  1Γ J & m2  1 
Oe<  
                               V WXXY
Xe<$* & m2  1 
	 N ΓJ  1Γ J & m2  1 .
Γ J & m2  1Γ J & m2 & m2  1 
Oe<e<  
 V WX 1$* & m2  1

XY
Γ * & m2  1Γ * & m2 & m2  1 
Xe<e<  
 V WX Xe<$* & m2  1

XY  
	 
eNO
e  V WX

XY
Xe<Γ* & m2  1           3.2.10 
For n 	 3 and A 	 1  

e\NO
e\ 	 N Γ
J  1Γ J & m3  1 
Oe\  
                       V WXXY
Xe\$* & m3  1                       3.2.11 
For n 	 3 and A 	 2 

e\
e\ !

e\NO
e\  	 

e\

e\ !N Γ
J  1Γ J & m3  1 
Oe\  
 V WXXY
Xe\$* & m3  1 
	 N ΓJ  1Γ J & m3  1 .
Γ J & m3  1Γ J & m3 & m3  1 
Oe\e\  
 V WX 1$* & m3  1

XY
Γ * & m3  1Γ * & m3 & m3  1 
Xe<e<  
 V WX Xe\$* & m3  1

XY  
	 
<e\ NO
<e\  V WX

XY
Xe\Γ* & m3  1              
	 
<e\ NO
<e\  V V WX=

XY
X=e\Γ* & 7m3  1

=Y       3.2.12  
For n 	 3 and A 	 3 

e\
e\ 

e\

e\ 

e\NO
e\ 	 

e\

e\ !N Γ
J  1
Γ J & 2m3  1 
O<e\  
 V WXXY
X<e\
$* & 2m3  1  V WX

XY
Xe\Γ* & m3  1 
	 N ΓJ  1Γ J & 2m3  1 .
Γ J & 2m3  1Γ J & 2m3 & m3  1 
O <e\  e\  
 V WXXY
Γ * & 2m3  1Γ * & 2m3 & m3  1
X<e\ e\
Γ* & 2m3  1 
 V WX Γ J & m3  1Γ J & m3 & m3  1
Xe\e\$ * & m3  1

XY  
 V WX<XY
Xe\Γ* & m3  1 
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eNO
e  V V WX=

XY
X=e\Γ* & 7m3  1
<
=Y        3.2.13 
For any A z n, n  y, we assume the hypothesis (3.2.9) 

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 
	 
Bef NO
Bef  V V WX=

XY
B
=Y
X=efΓ* & 7mn  1          3.2.14 
We have now to prove that this formula remains true for A  1 _ n i.e 

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 
	 
Bef NO
Bef  V V WX=

XY
B
=Y
X=efΓ* & 7mn  1    3.2.15 
Let us perform the calculation 

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 	 
ef
ef !

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 
	 
ef
ef !

Bef NO

Bef  V V WX=

XY
B
=Y
X=efΓ * & 7mn  1 
	 
ef
ef !N
Γα  1ΓJ & Amn  1 
OBef  V WXXY
XBefΓ* & Amn  1 
 V V WX=XY
B
=Y
X=efΓ * & 7mn  1 
	 N Γα  1ΓJ & Amn  1
ΓJ & Amn  1$J & Amn & mn  1 
O Bef   ef 
 V WX Γ* &
Amn  1$* & Amn & mn  1

XY
XBefΓ* & Amn  1 
 V V WX=XY
B
=Y
Γ* & 7mn  1$* & 7mn & mn  1
X=efΓ * & 7mn  1 
 V WXBXY
XefΓ* & Amn  1 
	 N Γα  1$J & A  1mn  1 
O Bef  
 
 V WX X
Bef
$ 6* & A  1mn  18

XY  
 V V WX=XY
B
=Y
X=ef$ * & 7mn & mn  1 
 V WXBXY
XefΓ* & Amn  1 
	 
Bef NO
Bef  V V WX=

XY
B
=Y
X=efΓ* & 7mn  1 
4. Second Definition 
Replacing the order  by its entire part in the summation 
which appears in the relation (3.1.2), we may give another 
definition of the fractional derivative which looks simpler 
because it eliminates the complexity introduced by the 
existence of the infinite summation. So we do not have to 
study the convergence of this term. 
4.1. Second Definition 
For any doublet , J  K L  & 3&1, &15 and for   , a derivative of order  of the function  such  
      	 NO 	 P N   Q   	 0 NA
 J 	 00    Q   	 0  NA
 J R 0NO SBT Q  U 0 NA
 J R 0%     4.1.1 
is defined by 
NO
 	 N 
O
  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ & s  1 O  V WX

XY|!|
X$* & !  1 4.1.2 
 !M is the entire part of M. This second definition gives 
exactly the same results as the definition (3.1.2) in the case 
of integer order. But some differences appear between the 
two definitions in the case of fractional order. 
Theorem 4.1 
For  	 A with A  , the derivative of order  as de-
fined in (4.1.2) is the ordinary derivative of order A. 
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Proof 
From the definition (4.1.2) and using the property (2.4) of 
the gamma function, we obtain 
BNO
B 	 N Γα  1ΓJ & A  1 OB 
	 NJJ & 1 … J & AOB        4.1.3 
The relation (4.1.3) is the ordinary expression of deriva-
tive of order A  for A  . 
Theorem 4.2 
For  	   K, the derivative of order  as defined in 
(4.1.2) is given by the expression 
    
efNO
ef 	 N

efO

ef 	 N
ΓJ  1ΓJ & mn  1 
Oef       4.1.4 
Proof 
The relation (4.1.4) is deduced easily from the relation 
(4.1.2) by replacing  	 ef and noting that the second part of 
this expression is equal to 0 because of the relation (2.4). 
According to (4.1.3) and (4.1.4), we remark that for positive 
value of the order  (integer or fractional), the fractional 
derivative as defined in (4.1.2) is unique. We will see that it 
is not always the case when  is negative. 
Theorem 4.3 
For  	   K,  with m, A  , n  y we have the 
equality  
               
ef
ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 	 
Bef NO
Bef              4.1.5 
and particularly 
               
ef
ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~f =
NO 	 
eNO
e              4.1.6 
Proof 
We utilize mathematical induction.  
For n 	 1 the relation is evident 
For n 	 2 and A 	 1, according to (4.1.4), we have 

<NO

< 	 N

<O

< 	 N
ΓJ  1ΓJ & mn  1 
O<      4.1.7 
For n 	 2 and A 	 2, according to (4.14), we have 

<

<

<O

< 	

<

< N
ΓJ  1Γ J & 12  1 
O< 
  	 N Γα  1ΓJ & 1  1 	 NJO 	 
NO
       4.1.8 
For any A  , n  y, we assume that  
               
ef
ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 	 
Bef NO
Bef              4.1.9 
We have now to prove that this formula remains true for A  1 
           
ef
ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 	 
Bef NO
Bef         4.1.10 
Let us perform the calculation 

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 	 
ef
ef  ! 

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 
	 
ef
ef 

Bef NO

Bef  	

ef

ef !N
ΓJ  1Γ J & Amn  1 
OBef  
	 N ΓJ  1Γ J & Amn  1
Γ J & Amn  1Γ J & Amn & mn  1 
OBef  
	 N 
Bef O
Bef 	

Bef NO

Bef                                    
Theorem 4.4 
If the order  is negative and the absolute value of  is 
such || ` 1, the fractional derivative as defined by the 
relation (4.1.2) is not unique and depends on |!| arbitrary 
constants WX. 
Proof 
If  _ 0  and || ` 1  * & !  1 U 0  in general. 
then the second term of the relation (4.1.2) is not equal to 
zero and the expression of a derivative b of order  of  	 NO is 
b 	 
NO
 	 N 
O
  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ & s  1 O  V WX

XY|!|
X$* & !  1 4.1.11 
As the values of the constants WX are arbitrary, any other 
function c such  
          c 	 b  V W*&1*	&|!|
*&$* & !  1           4.1.12 
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is a derivative of order  of  too. 
Theorem 4.5 
If  	 &A  +, the derivative of order  as defined by 
the relation (4.1.2) is the indefinite integral of order A. 
Proof 
If we replace  	 &A in the relation (4.1.2), we obtain  
BNO
B 	 N 
BO
B  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ  A  1 OB  V WX

XYB
X$*  A  1   4.1.13 
The last member of the relation (4.1.13) is equal to the 
result obtained by integrating A times. The constants WX 
may be identified to the integration constants. 
Theorem 4.5 
For  	  ef  K, the expression of the derivative of or-
der  , according to (4.1.2) is  

efNO

ef 	 N

efO

ef  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ & mn  1 
Oef  V WXXY!ef
Xef$* & !mn  1     4.1.14 
Proof 
This relation is obtained directly from (4.1.2) by replacing  	 ef. We recall, according to the theorem 4.4, this frac-
tional derivative is not unique for ef U 1 
Example 
Applying the relation  (4.1.14) , we obtain 

a]

a 	
Γ5  1Γ 5  14  1 
]a  V WX
XYa 
Xa$ *  14  1  
	 5!Γ254  
<a
 

]\\

]\ 	
Γ3  1
Γ 3  53  1 
353  V W*&1*	&1
*53
$ *  53  1  
 	 3!Γ183  
a\  W 

[[ ]

[[ 	 N
Γ5  1Γ 5  177  1 
][[  V WXXY<
X[[$ *  177   1  
	 5!Γ387  
\[  W  W< 
Remark 
If  	  ef  K, it may be shown that we do not have 
exactly the relation 
              
ef
ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO 	 
Bef NO
Bef            4.1.15 
but it may be proved that we have an equality of the form 
      
Bef NO
Bef 	  

ef

ef .

ef

ef …

ef

ef{||||}||||~B =
NO      4.1.16 
in which  is a linear combination of power functions 
with arbitrary coefficients. As example, let us take m 	 &1 
then we can show by mathematical induction that  
            
f
f .

f

f …

f

f{|||||}|||||~B =
NO 	 N OJ  1           4.1.17 
But we have 
                       
NO
 	 N OJ  1  W                   4.1.18 
So  

NO
 	 

f

f .

f

f …

f

f{|||||}|||||~B =
NO   
with  	 W in our example. As the relation (4.1.17) 
differs from the relation (4.1.18) by the constant W  we 
have a same property of the “semi-equality” introduced in 
paragraph 3. 
4.2. Properties 
4.2.1. Linearity and Semi-linearity 
Theorem 4.5 
If the order M is a positive rational number (M  Kor a 
negative rational number (M  K with |M| _ 1, the frac-
tional derivative of order M (as defined in 4.1.2) has the 
property of linearity 
               
NO  ds
 	 N 
O
  d 
s
              4.2.1 
Proof 
If   K or   K with || _ 1, we have 
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V WXXY|!|
X$* & !  1 	 0 
So 
NO
 	 N 
O
 	 N Γα  1ΓJ &   1 O 
Then  
N 
O
  d 
s
  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ &   1 O  d Γα  1ΓJ &   1 s 
	  
NO  ds
  
Theorem 4.8 
If the order M is a negative rational number (M  K 
with |M| U 1, the fractional derivative, as defined in (4.1.2), 
doesn’t have the property of linearity. In fact we have in this 
case 
  
tNO  dsu
  
	 N 
O
  d 
s
   V WX

XY|!|
X$* & !  1      4.2.2 
Proof 
We have for   K and |M| U   !s R 0 
NO
 	 N 
O
  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ & s  1 O  V WX

XY|!|
X$* & !  1  
Then 
N 
O
  d 
s
  
	 N Γα  1ΓJ & s  1 O  V WX

XY|!|
X$* & !  1 
d Γα  1ΓJ & s  1 s  V WX<

XY|!|
X$* & !  1 4.2.3 
As the values of the constants WX and WX< are arbitrary, 
we may identify WX  WX< 	 WX then the relation (4.2.2) is 
deduced easily from (4.2.3) one. According to the definition 
in the paragraph 3, the relation (4.2.2) is a  “semi-linearity” 
one. 
4.2.2. Commutativity and Semi-commutativity 
Theorem 4.9 
For , <  K L K with |M| _ 1, |M| _ 1 , the frac-
tional derivative as defined by the relation (4.1.2) is  
commutative. 
 
w
w   
xNO
 x 	 
x
x   
wNO
w  
	   
wxNO
wx                                 4.2.4 
Proof 
For  || _ 1 we have ! 	 0 so 
NO
 	 N 
O
 	 N Γα  1ΓJ &   1 O 
Then 
w
w   
xNO
x 	 N Γα  1ΓJ & < & s  1 O 
	 
wxNO
wx 	 
w
w   
xNO
x   
Theorem 4.10 
If , <  K L K  with  || ` 1, |<| ` 1 , the frac-
tional derivative as defined by the relation (4.1.2) doesn’t 
have the commutativity propriety. 
Proof 
From the definition 4.1.2, we obtain 
x
x 
wNO
w 	   N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   <  1 Owx 
 V WX<XY|!w|
Xwx$* & ! & <  1 
 V WX<XY|!x|
Xx$* & !<  1 

w
w   
xNO
 x 	 N ΓJ  1ΓJ &   <  1 Owx 
 V WX<XY|!x|
Xwx$* & !< &   1 
 V WXXY|!w|
Xw$* & !  1 
So in general we have 
 
x
x 
wNO
w R 
w
w   
xNO
x             4.2.5 
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On the equal footing as in paragraph 3, as the values of the 
constants WX are arbitrary, we may say that we have the 
semi-commutativity. 
5. Conclusion and Comparison of the 
Two Definitions 
The approach that we have introduced to study the frac-
tional derivatives opens a new way and new insights con-
cerning the definition and properties of the derivation oper-
ation, particularly in the possibility of an unified definition 
for both orders : positive and negative. 
The two definitions that we have considered have their 
own advantages and disadvantages. The first one corres-
ponding to the relation (3.1.2)  seems to be more general 
but the existence of the infinite summation introduces some 
complexity which implies the study of the convergence of 
this series. The second one corresponding to the relation 
(4.1.2) seems to be simpler because it eliminates the exis-
tence of the infinite summation but it introduces some am-
biguity particularly in the case of fractional negative orders 
as it can be seen in the relations (4.1.16). 
 The two definitions are exactly the same if the order is 
integer numbers: positive or negative. 
We have introduced the notions of semi-equality, 
semi-linearity and semi-commutativity giving a broad sense 
to the relation (3.1.8). In this framework, the two definitions 
may be said to be “equivalent modulo the second term of this 
relation (3.1.8) ”. 
In our study, we have considered fractional order   K 
and power functions defined on and their linear combi-
nations  
In references [12],[13], we study another method to define 
real and complex order derivatives and integrals by using 
operator approach in the  case of more general functions 
than power functions. 
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